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1 Introduction                 

 

The Workload Manager (WLM) is an essential component of the z/OS environment. 

It enables the definition of different classes of work, having different levels of business importance, 

and assigning them appropriate performance goals. 

WLM makes the best use of the available resources to allow each workload, in order of business 

importance, to reach the assigned performance goals while maintaining the highest possible 

throughput. 

 

Making the appropriate workload definitions, setting the right business importance and assigning the 

right performance goals in WLM is not a trivial task. 

Deep WLM knowledge is required, together with a clear understanding of the applications running 

in the specific z/OS environment. 

 

Unfortunately, this knowledge is not always available in all companies.  

WLM definitions have sometimes been created by people who left the company, or by exterior 

consultants, and often not touched for years anymore. 

In other cases, the definitions have stratified over a long period of time making it difficult to 

understand them. 

 

In this paper we will discuss common errors and half errors we found recently in some of our 

customers WLM definitions. 
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2 Too many active Service Class periods with goals 

 

Every 10 seconds, WLM selects the service class period in the most need of help (missing the goal), 

in importance order, and takes one policy action on its behalf. 

 

The more active service class periods you have that need assistance, the more 10-second cycles will 

be required by WLM to take all the needed policy actions, especially for less important service 

classes. 

 

This could reduce WLM's responsiveness in managing goals. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 

 

The rule of thumb is to use not more than 30 active service class periods with a user goal. 

 

This means that: 

• if you have unused service class periods, they don’t count; 

• if you have two service class periods, active in different moments of the day they count as 

one; 

• if you have service class periods with a system goal (SYSTEM, SYSSTC and 

DISCRETIONARY) they don’t count. 

 

To reduce the number of service class periods you can check: 

• if multiple service class periods have the same importance and goal; you can probably use 

only one service class and multiple report classes; 

• if you have 3 or more periods defined from some service class; normally two periods are 

enough and more than 3 should be avoided; 

• if you have service class periods with the same importance and slightly different velocity goals 

(e.g. 40, 42, 47); WLM doesn’t micro-manage velocity goals; service classes with the same 

importance and velocity goals closer than 10 should be evaluated to be combined into one 

service class. 
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3 If everything is important, nothing is important 

 

WLM always tries to help the service class periods missing the goals in order of importance.  

Assigning the right importance to your workloads is probably the most critical task that you must 

perform. 

 

To set the right importance value for a service class period you can ask yourself this question: 

“How important is it to the business that thhis goal is achieved?” 

If you can’t answer, you can try this other question: 

“If I had enough resources in the system for only one service class period to reach the goal, which 

service class period would I choose to serve?” 

 

Users can define importance 1 to 5, where 1 is the highest. 

Conventionally, workloads assigned to the SYSTEM or SYSSTC service classes have importance 0 

(even higher than importance 1). They run respectively at fixed 255 and 253 dispatching priority. 

Workloads with a DISCRETIONARY goal conventionally have an importance of 6 (the lowest in the 

system). 

 

A schema, such as the one in Figure 2 can be helpful in most cases1. 

 

 
Figure 2 

 

The most common error, when defining workload importance, is considering almost everything at 

the same importance level.  

 

As you can imagine such definitions makes the WLM job very difficult and inefficient. 

 

In the next figure you will find an example of a graph which can be very useful to identify such a 

situation.  

In this example, almost all the workload is running in importance 2 (IMP-2) during the day. There is 

almost nothing in importance 3, 4, 5 and 6.  

 
1 Thanks to Hans Gerd Schneider, the author of the original schema that I have adjusted. 

IMPORTANCE/WORKLOAD SYSTEM STC1 SYSTEM STC2 DB NET/MQ Transactions Batch Started Tasks

SYSTEM

High priority

system task

SYSSTC

Privileged 

system task IRLM TCP/IP TSOHIGH Monitors

1

DB2 DBM1

DB2 MSTR

IMS DB

MQ MSTR

MQ CHIN

Session Manager

TN3270

CICS TOR

CICS CTG

IMS CTRL

IMS CONNECT

2

Web server

LDAP

CICS AOR

IMS MPP

TSO 1st period

3

DDF 1st period

CICS trx

IMS trx

TSO 2nd period Batch High STC High

4

TSO 3rd Period

DDF 2nd Period Batch Medium 1st Period STC Medium

5

Batch Medium 2nd Period

Batch Low 1st Period

DISCRETIONARY Batch Low 2nd Period STC Low
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Figure 3 

 

You should aim to spread the system workload across all the levels of importance in order to permit 

WLM to perform its function in the best possible way. 

 

4 Missing classification 

 

All workloads need to be classified in a WLM service class period. 

If none of the classification rules apply, a default service class is used. 

If not diversely specified, the default service class is SYSOTHER (which corresponds to a 

DISCRETIONARY goal) for all the subsystem types, with the exception of STC, where the default 

is SYSSTC. 

 

It’s good practice to specify a default service class with a discretionary goal for the JES and STC 

subsystems. 

This will allow you to be aware of all the workloads running in JES and to avoid an unknown STC 

to monopolize the system. 

 

A common error we found is that, sometimes, CICS and/or IMS regions are added to the system but 

no classification rule matches. The result is that those regions are classified in the default service class 

and run with a DISCRETIONARY goal with possible performance issues2. 

 

Another common error is caused by technological evolution.  

New products or new releases of existing software start additional components that need to be 

properly classified. 

In some customer sites, where there is a lack of WLM knowledge, we found dozens of STCs, all the 

components added in more recent years, running in DISCRETIONARY instead of the appropriate 

service class. 

 
2 If the resources in the system are abundant, no performance problem normally arises.  
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5 CICS and IMS transaction response time goals not used 

 

CICS and IMS transactions can be run towards a region velocity or a transaction response time goal. 

A common error is defining all the needed classification rules in the CICS and IMS subsystems but 

forgetting to enable managing transaction response time goals in the classification rules of CICS and 

IMS regions in the JES or STC subsystems. 

 

You should: 

• assign CICS and IMS regions to a service class with a velocity goal; 

• create a transaction service class for a specific group of critical transactions with a response 

goal (percentile) under CICS or IMS subsystems; 

• decide which region you want to manage towards the transaction response time goal (region 

becomes a server) and which you will manage using velocity; 

• go into STC or JES classification rules and, by using PF11, find the “Manage Using Goal of” 

field; it should be set to TRANSACTION in the region rule. 

 

In the example below all the transactions starting with SH inside the CXA1 region run in the CXA1SH 

service class with a transaction response time goal. 

 

 
Figure 4 

 

 
Figure 5 

 

WLM half errors will be discussed in the second part of this paper 


